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We present observations of GRB 130831A and its afterglow obtained withSwift, Chandra, and

multiple ground-based observatories. This burst shows an uncommon drop in the X-ray light

curve at about 105 s after the trigger, with a decay slope ofαX ≃ 7. The standard Forward

Shock (FS) model offers no explanation for such a behaviour.Instead, a model in which a newly

born magnetar outflow powers the early X-ray emission is found to be more viable. After the

drop, the X-ray afterglow resumes its decay with a slope characteristic of FS emission. The

optical emission, on the other hand, displays no clear breakacross the X-ray drop and its decay

is consistent with that of the late X-rays; we thus believe that the optical and late X-ray emission

are both FS. We model our data to derive the kinetic energy of the ejecta and, in conjunction with

the study of SN 2013fu associated with GRB 130831A, we work out for the first time the energy

break-down of a supernova with a central engine into non-relativistic ejecta, relativistic ejecta that

power the afterglow, and emission from the magnetar outflow.

Swift: 10 Years of Discovery,
2-5 December 2014
La Sapienza University, Rome, Italy

∗Speaker.
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1. Observations and results of data analysis.

The prompt emission of long GRB 130831A was detected bySwift BAT and Konus−Wind;
its fluence (20-10000 keV) of 7.6×10−6 erg cm−2 at redshift z=0.48 [1] corresponds to an emit-
ted energy of 1.1× 1052 erg. Swift X-ray and UV/optical Telescopes (XRT, UVOT), SKYNET,
RATIR, ISON, NOT, and GTC observed GRB 130831A up to≃ 107 s after the trigger, covering
the emission of SN 2013fu associated with this event [2]. These UVOIR observations span the
range 160-1800 nm. In this work, we focus on the afterglow emission. At 105 s after the trigger,
the X-ray light-curve begins a much faster decay.ChandraDDT observations (PI: De Pasquale)
were carried out at +17 and +33 days, yielding 8 counts (5.4σ detection) and 1 count, respectively.
Fig 1 shows the X-ray and UVOIR light-curves (LCs). We use theconvention that flux density
F ∝ t−αν−β ; t is time from trigger andν the frequency.

1.1 X-ray and UVOIR light-curves

We fit the X-ray LC with a power-law + broken power-law + power-law model, which yields an
acceptableχ2/do f = 51/48. The steep break occurs at 98.3+3.0

−3.3 ks, and the slope of the preceding
slow decay isα2 = 0.80+0.01

−0.02 . The 0.3–10 keV luminosity at 10 ks in the cosmological rest frame
is ≃ 1046 erg s−1. The latest power-law slope is artificially shallow, to avoid an initial excessive
flux. Thus, we fit the LC from 100 ks with a power-law + power-lawmodel, obtaining a reasonable
χ2/do f = 2.4/3. The slopes areα3 = 6.8+2.0

−1.5 (3σ lower limit: 3.9),α4 = 1.11+0.23
−0.29.

The early optical afterglow shows a flare followed by a plateau. At ∼ 5 ks, a steeper decay begins.
Optical data before 15 ks show deviations from a power-law decay and were not used for the fit.
We fit the r ′, i′ andRC-band LCs, since we have measurements of the host galaxy flux in these
filters, and we exclude the optical data between 230 ks and 6 Msto avoid the contribution from SN
2013fu. The weighted average of the decay slopes in these three bands isαopt = 1.58±0.03. The
LCs in the other filters are consistent with a simple power-law decay with this slope. No optical
slope change is detected at the time of the X-ray flux drop.

1.2 Spectral energy distribution (SED)

The spectral energy distribution at 173 ks (Fig 2 bottom), after the end of the steep X-ray decay,
was fitted by a simple power-law with spectral indexβOX = 1.03±0.05. We extrapolated the same
fit model to 80 ks (Fig 2 top), i.e. before the steep X-ray break, by multiplying the normalization
factor by(173/80)1.58 and find that this extrapolation severely underestimates the X-ray flux. This
result points to a different origin for the X-ray flux before the steep break.

2. Discussion

2.1 Origin of the emission: Forward Shock (FS) and internal dissipation components

In the FS model, the steepest decay isα ≃ p, wherep is the index of the power-law energy
distribution of radiating electrons. However,p≃ 7 is not predicted. Instead, after the 100 ks drop,
the X-ray flux decay is consistent with the optical one,αopt = 1.58. The SED at 173 ks fits the two
bands with a single power-law. All of this points to a common origin for the late emission in the
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two bands. The FS model predicts that, in a constant density medium and below the synchrotron
cooling frequency, the flux decay rate isα = 3/2β ; this is consistent with the observed values
within 1σ . We find that other cases are excluded. We conclude that the early X-ray emission is
produced by some dissipation mechanism(s) in the ejecta (“internal emission”) which ceases at
∼ 100 ks, causing a steep flux drop. The optical is basically always FS emission. Once the internal
emission shuts off, the FS produces the X-ray late power-lawdecay, whose slope is consistent to
that of the optical band. In the following, we briefly discussa few models for the central engine of
GRB 130831A in the light of the properties of the internal emission.

Newly born magnetar. The stellar progenitor of GRB 130831A may have collapsed into a
magnetar, which powers jets via dipole spin-down. These jets may in turn produce the early X-
ray emission of GRB 130831A [3]. In the basic scenario, the magnetar magnetic field and the
X-ray luminosity are initially constant; but when the magnetar collapses into a black hole (BH) or
uses up all its rotational energy, the flux drops. This model explains other bursts with an “internal
plateau”, such as GRB 070110 and GRB 060607A. However, it fails with GRB 130831A since the
flux before the drop is not constant. In a more evolved versionof this model, the magnetic fieldB
decays with time as the angular speed. [4] found that, for an initial period P≃ 1 ms andB≃ 1015

G, the jet luminosity, decay slope and duration are similar to those observed for GRB 130831A.
The expected collapse of the magnetar into a BH, for theP andB parameters above, should take
≃ 60 ks (cosmological frame), again quite similar to the case of GRB 130831A.

Black hole with fall-back accretion disk. If the progenitor core collapses into a BH, stellar
matter and ejecta failing to reach escape velocity may create an accretion disk. This system may
power jets that produce the observed early X-ray emission. Once accretion is over, the emission
drops. [5] envisaged two possibilities to explain the long X-ray plateau of GRBs like 130831A:a)
The disk has low viscosity, and can last a few 104 s; however the predicted post-plateau decay is
α ≃ 1.3, much flatter than theα ≃ 7 observed.b) The disk has high viscosity, and the jet luminosity
follows the accretion rate. However, the stellar material needs to feed the disk for a few 104 s; the
fall-back rate onto the disk is expected to evolve ast−5/3, which is steeper than the observedt−0.8

luminosity decay. Further, to explain the decay and the steep drop, angular momentum would need
to be small in the outermost orbit, which is not predicted by stellar models.

Binary origin. A close binary formed by a compact object (e.g. a black hole)and a Wolf-Rayet
star may have a common-envelope phase in which the compact object accretes from the companion,
powering a jet that emits the observed X-rays [6]. For a compact object and a WR star mass of
a few solar masses and standard viscosity, durations of a few104 s are plausible. However, this
scenario might suffer from the same problems as above, i.e. an inability to produce the steep decay
and/or need of a peculiar structure of the WR star.

2.2 Energy partition of GRB 130831A and the associated SN2013fu.

The non-relativistic ejecta of SN 2013fu, the supernova associated with GRB 130831A, have
kinetic energy ofESN = 1.9× 1052 erg [2]. Integrating the 0.3-10 keV luminosity of 130831A
from the end of the prompt emission up to the steep drop, we findan X-ray energy release of
EX = 2.9×1050 erg. Knowing that the late flux is due to FS, we can infer the kinetic energyEK

of the relativistic ejecta [7]; we findEK = 11.8×1052 erg. The energy emitted in promptγ-rays is
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Figure 1: GRB 130831A UVOIR and X-ray light-curves. XRT andChandradata points are black and
red respectively. Data between 230 ks and 6000 ks are not shown because they are contaminated by SN
2013fu, associated with this GRB. The reader is referred to [2] for a complete study of the supernova. Data
points at≃ 107 s are due to the host galaxy. On to theR band and X-ray light-curves, we plot the best-fit
power-law model (dotted and dashed lines). More specifically, the X-ray band model shows two power-laws
that contribute to the flux. The vertical line indicates the fast decay of the X-ray light-curve, which has no
counterpart in the optical.

Eγ = 1.1×1052 erg. The total energy budget of the GRB 130831A & SN 2013fu event sums up
to Etot = 1.5×1053 erg. However,Eγ , EK andEX estimated above are upper limits, valid only if
the GRB emission is isotropic. If the outflow is collimated, they will decrease. The solidChandra
detection at 1.4×106 s enables us to set a minimum value on the opening angle of the outflow [8],
θ & 0.12 rad, which in turn corresponds to a lower limit of the energy budget of≃ 2×1052 erg.
Moreover, ifθ > 0.44 rad then the budget is> 3×1052 erg, i.e. above the kinetic energy reservoir
of a magnetar (magnetar limit). In Table 1, we show the breakdown of the energetics into the three
different cases above.

3. Conclusions

The X-ray afterglow of theSwiftGRB 130831A presents an initial shallow slope, which breaks
to a steep decay with indexα ≃ 7 at 100 ks. The well-sampled optical afterglow shows no simul-
taneous break. The X-ray emission up to 100 ks cannot be produced by a typical FS and instead
must be of “internal origin”. A newly born magnetar withP≃ 1 ms,B= 1015 G may explain this
X-ray emission, if its magnetic field decays with time.
The optical and thelate X-ray emission (detected byChandra) can be interpreted as FS emission,
which enables us to derive the kinetic energy of the ejecta. We thus obtain the breakdown of the
global energetics of GRB 130831A and its associated SN 2013fu and we show that, regardless
of the unknown collimation of the explosion, at least 4.5% of the total energy is coupled with
the relativistic ejecta, and less (probably much less) than1% goes into X-ray emission of internal
origin.
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Figure 2: Spectral Energy Distributions (SEDs) of GRB 130831A at 80 ks(top) and 173 ks (2 days) after
the trigger (bottom). We plot on the 173 ks SED the best-fit model, a power-law of indexβOX = 1.03. We
rescale this model by(173/80)1.58, where 1.58 is the temporal decay slope, and draw it on the 80 ks SED
(dashed line). Such an extrapolation predicts the optical,but clearly underestimates the X-ray emission,
which must be due to a component absent at 173 ks. Each filter has the same colour in both plots.

Correction Factorf−1
b Etot,52 Eγ ,corr EX EK

1 (isotropic) 14.8 7.1% 0.2% 80%
10 (magnetar limit) 3.2 3.3% 0.1% 37%
133 (upper limit) 2.0 0.4% 0.01% 4.5%

Table 1: Breakdown of the energetics of GRB 130831A and its associated SN 2013fu into energy emitted in
γ-rays corrected for beaming(Eγ,corr), energy produced in X-rays of internal originEX , and kinetic energy
associated with the relativistic GRB ejectaEK . The kinetic energy of the SN isESN = 1.9×1052 (Cano et
al. 2014), and the total energy isEtot = ESN+Eγ,corr+EX +EK .
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